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Open School as Embodied Learning 

By Lars Emmerik Damgaard Knudsen and Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup  

Abstract 

Open School, is a collaboration between community schools and organizations introduced in 

Denmark as a part of the school reforms of 2014. Through a qualitative research project 

contemplating Open School as a pedagogical phenomenon, we discovered that practitioners in and 

around schools perceived this program very differently. The authors engaged in this study from an 

aesthetical perspective through mobilizing arts-based research modes. Across the different 

interpretations of Open School, students’ embodied learning was a common feature as they 

actively used their bodies while visiting a beach, bunker, theater, museum and gallery. In this visual 

essay, we present the artwork generated during the investigation of embodied learning in the Open 

School program. It consists of drawings, photos and collages gathered in six separate frames, each 

accompanied with a short lyrical text to provoke readers’ perceptions. 

KEY WORDS: Open School, embodiment, arts-based research, learning, community, school reform 

Introduction 

Introduced in Denmark in conjunction with school reforms implemented in 2014, Open School is a 

collaboration between local schools and community organizations centered on teaching. Aligned 

with internationally priorities, such as out of school learning (Quigley 2014), Open School’s general 

premise is to bridge theory and practice gaps while making curriculum more relevant through 

holding classes outside of school or engaging pupils with professionals from various parts of the 

community. Received with mixed responses since its realization in Denmark, Open School has 

prompted teachers, authorities and artists to contemplate its purpose and meaning (Knudsen 

2017). Over time, Open School has frustrated many teachers and led to a debate about its 
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purposes. In this visual essay, we present selections of an arts-based research project conducted 

from 2015-2018 exploring this fundamental question: What are the essences of Open School? 

As a recent Danish educational project, Open School supports pupils’ sensing and aesthetical 

learning processes (Manni et al 2017). The 3-year research project exploring Open School utilized a 

framework inclusive of both qualitative and arts-based methods. We observed 55 lessons across 

museums, sports associations, youth clubs, businesses and churches with around 1,000 

participating students, and conducted 39 interviews with teachers, local government workers and 

external organizations. Generally, we observed that students were encouraged to participate with 

all their senses through different forms of bodily interactions. Hence, students who normally do not 

participate in classes suddenly became active—schooldays that once felt long were now more 

attractive, and subjects that were difficult became more tangible for students.  

On this basis, we underwent data analysis that was purposefully aesthetic (Leavy 2009). As 

researchers, we created art derived from the pupils’ bodily experiences in order to capture the 

essences of the Open School. Merleau-Ponty (2002) defines essence as a lived experience seated in 

the body and interwoven with the surrounding world. To capture the essence of Open School, 

during almost every lesson Anne would draw and take photos and an assistant or Lars would 

observe and take notes (Pink 2009). In conducting arts-based research, drawings and every pencil 

stroke on a piece of paper reflected Anne’s immediate associations and subsequent 

contemplations. We compared our data and discussed the central themes of each lesson 

throughout the research. 

In this visual essay, we let the pieces of art—joined in frames of mixed media including 

drawings, photos and collages—communicate the essence of embodied learning in Open School 
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(Cutcher et al. 2015). To contextualize the frames, we introduce each one of them with a short 

textual passage (McNiff 2017).  

 

Exploring the beach 

Feel the cold wind. Find your favorite stone on the beach. Exhausting your body through exploring 

the shore. 

A third grade, biology class is visiting Amager Nature Center. They are big city school kids unfamiliar 

with nature but eagerly wanting to learn about stones and birds at the shore. All kids get to touch 

and experience a dead bird previously frozen for educational purposes. 

Figure 1: Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup, Amager Nature Center, 2019. Pencil drawing and photos. 

Copenhagen. Courtesy of Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup. 
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Exercises and performances 

I stretch my arms and take on a character’s feelings. Is she watching me? I engage and circle the 

room looking for a fight. 

Theatre class for seventh and ninth grades at an actual theatre venue embrace acting as a craft. 

Through physically and emotionally exhausting exercises, they learn how to say a line in different 

ways and how to react authentically to other players. 
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Figure 2: Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup, ZEBU Theatre, 2019. Pencil drawing and photos. Copenhagen. 

Courtesy of Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup.
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The presence of Grundtvig 

I am calling Grundtvig. Out of the suitcase jumps all the stories and characters. Here he lived, 

wrote and lost the love of his life. I walk these halls and feel his presence.  

Pupils from fifth grade are visiting the Rønnebæksholm Arts and Culture Centre to learn about and  

work on the romantic story of how the Danish writer Grundtvig (1783-1872) met his wife and  

soulmate. 

 

Picture 3: Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup, Rønnebæksholm Arts and Culture Centre, 2019. Pencil 

drawing and photos. Copenhagen. Courtesy of Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup. 
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Cold war live role-play 

I sense the risk of war. Tensions between powers and propaganda floating. Just a play but 

negotiations are real. 

Ninth grade students are participating in a live role-play of the cold war as a part of a history 

lesson. The game is situated in an authentic bunker outside Copenhagen, and the students are 

dressed according to the roles in which they are partaking. 

 

Picture 4: Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup, Ejby Bunker, 2019. Pencil drawing and photos. Copenhagen. 

Courtesy of Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup. 
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Climate change and park renovation 

We visit a cold beach in Copenhagen in February. What can engineering do? Perhaps this beach 

can inspire us to design our local park to be more attractive.   

A visiting consultant from an engineering company teaches seventh grade pupils about 

engineering and climate change. The consultant presents more data and knowledge than the 

pupils can cope with. The pupils design solutions for their local park, which is flooded every winter. 

The consultant asks for permission to use the students’ suggestions. 

 

Picture 5: Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup, NIRAS, 2019. Pencil drawing and photos. Copenhagen. 

Courtesy of Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup. 
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Interpreting art 

The painter is a local celebrity. His ugly, drunk angels show me new sides to old stories. 

The cartoonish art by Martin Bigum at ARKEN, Copenhagen illustrates his biographical story 

growing up close to the art museum and the students’ own school. They meet the characters in his 

art, which they impersonate and use to see the world from different perspectives. 

 

Picture 6: Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup, ARKEN, 2019. Pencil drawing and photos. Copenhagen. 

Courtesy of Anne Marie Øbro Skaarup. 
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